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Hey AusDoCC Families,
Summer has finally arrived. School holidays, end of year
parties, Christmas craziness. It’s hard to stay sane. Have a plan
in place, make a list and most importantly, pick your battles.
In October, the AusDoCC Committee got together and held a
two day Face-to-Face planning meeting in Melbourne. This
took place during Carers’ Week, so we were able to offer a
dinner that was open to all Victorian Members.
Regular AusDoCC meetups will be happening throughout the
year. They will be announced via email to members and also
posted on our Facebook group. Please bear in mind, that as our
organisation is run by volunteers, we may not suit everybody
but we do our best to cater for everyone’s needs. If you would
like to hold an AusDoCC meetup in your area please contact
Niki Harrison on info@ausdocc.org.au

10. Meet ups

I would like to officially announce that the next AusDoCC
conference, Connections 2019, will be held in Perth, Western
Australia.
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Wishing you all the best in 2018
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Professional Article – Complex Care Needs

Caring for a child with a physical disability requires a team, with some very
important specialists like a neurologist, geneticist and allied health workers. There
may be a need for a gastroenterologist, orthopaedic surgeon or a rehabilitation
specialist too. However, your team should have a “Captain” (usually a paediatrician)
working closely with your child and family to keep track of the medical goals,
treatment plans and the need for additional specialists.
I work in the Department of Neurodevelopment and Disability at the Royal Children’s
Hospital. In our department, we have different models of care. We may be the main
paediatrician if our hospital is your child’s local hospital. However, if your child has a
level of complexity that is difficult to manage in the community, we offer a “shared
care” model (one appointment with us, one with your community paediatrician). We
also offer “one off” reviews or second opinions.
Social media and access to information online has really changed the way we
interact with families. Many parents are experts in their child’s condition and
certainly parents are experts in their child.
One of my colleagues says that to do our job well, we need to be nosey and bossy!
You should feel that you have been “heard” when you see your paediatrician and
feel that your paediatrician is interested in your child’s medical condition. If your
child has a physical disability, ideally your paediatrician should be familiar with the
associated complications.
There are specific medical associations to focus on when caring for a child with a
severe physical disability (e.g. a polymicrogyria associated with a thin corpus
callosum). There are a range of associated medical conditions seen in children with
significant physical disabilities, especially if a child is unable to hold up their head or
is unable to walk. There are some practical things that can sometimes be improved
(like nutrition, tone, sleep, saliva control and hip monitoring). But there are also
other really important things such as mood and behaviour.
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Professional Article - Complex Care Needs cont.

We talk about quality of life and appropriateness of interventions that are in the best
interests of your child. We ask the hard questions, like how you are coping. We
ideally work together with your family to make a care plan for your child

Dr Monica Cooper

Dr Monica Cooper is a Paediatrician at the Royal Children's Hospital in Melbourne.
Monica works with medically fragile children and with children who have physical
and intellectual disabilities. Monica's work focuses on issues that impact on a child
and their family, including tone management, continence, nutrition, mood and
sleep. Monica is currently undertaking a PhD focusing on the Epilepsies in Cerebral
Palsy and also teaches paediatric trainees and medical students. The rest of her time
is spent with her family, reading or drinking too many cups of tea.
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Family Article “Your baby's brain is
different..."
June 30, 2017
Recently I was standing in line, a long way from
home to attend a conference on disorders of the
corpus callosum. I found myself choking up as it became very, very real. Memories of being 35 weeks
pregnant came flooding back and statements from specialists stating the words ‘agenesis of the
corpus callosum’ and ‘this may lead to a very difficult life for her’. There was a lot left unsaid and after
I heard the unexpected news and the initial shock subsided, I opted to focus on positive thoughts in
the lead up to the birth.
Rather than letting the memories continue, I took a deep breath to compose myself and focussed on
how fortunate I was to be attending the conference to learn and build our support network. It was
the first time I had the opportunity to focus on the situation now that I’d dealt with my daughter’s
challenges to breathe, eat and hear which still have no definite association with her brain, but rather
the result of bilateral choanal atresia. We’ve certainly come a LONG way since those early days.
Brain scan. Image: without a corpus callosum.
Image provided by Queensland Brain Institute (QBI)

Agenesis of the corpus callosum (ACC) is a neurological disorder identifying the full or partial absence
of a corpus callosum in the brain. The corpus callosum is made up of over two hundred million nerve
fibres which allow the brain to transmit messages quickly from one hemisphere to the other. It’s still
early days with development of research and understanding of this condition.
The birth of my daughter was my life’s greatest wake-up call and as challenging as the past (almost)
four years have been, I can look you in the eyes and state firmly ‘miracles happen.’ And I don’t mean
this in the sense that God showed up one day and planted a corpus callosum inside my daughter’s
brain. I wouldn’t want to change her life or mine because I value our circumstances. We need to
endure these challenges and value diversity. If willing, these challenges provide us with an
opportunity to be more loving, compassionate, patient and kind.
The miracle which happened was a shift in perspective. As I accepted our circumstances and learnt to
nurture my wellbeing, the boom gates opened to a community of support and immense gratitude for
this experience. During a meditation, I saw my daughter (grown up) and I skipping toward the sun
hand-in-hand, laughing and incredibly happy. When I lose sight of joy, I turn back to this vision and
remind myself that I am capable of joy – it just requires a shift in perspective.
Attending this conference was the first time someone was willing to have a knowledgeable
conversation about it. In my experience, many paediatricians and specialists were vague and
discussions were often redirected to other matters. This is partly due to outcomes being so broad for
every individual and in my daughter’s case, unlikely to present itself until she reaches school-age.
It was the second 2-day conference of its kind held in Melbourne and organised and facilitated by
AusDoCC; a charitable organisation supporting individuals, families and carers affected by a disorder
of the corpus callosum (DCC). The organisation stems from humble beginnings with parents uniting
on Facebook which eventually led to forming a committee and AusDoCC was born. The organisation is
only five years young and has been building its network and providing support through advocacy,
informing and connecting those affected by DCC.
That’s where support begins – amongst us. Those with a personal
interest in something can create supportive and lasting change
for future generations. On behalf of myself and all the attendees
I commend the committee for their tireless work and dedication
not only this conference, but all the work they do to ensure
those affected by DCC have an opportunity to thrive.
But it can’t stop there. We need the wider community to actively
raise awareness of the condition and we need health
professionals and educators to engage in improving their
knowledge of the disorder.
AusDoCC secretary Maree Maxfield states ‘ACC matters and should be respected as a primary
condition affecting 1:4000 Australians, many of whom have not had the validation they deserve’.
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Cont..
When the challenging effects of the disorder are finally recognised and supported, then those living
with the condition have greater opportunities to reach their full potential.
In the opening presentation I found myself sitting next to a lovely young woman in her early twenties
with ACC. This was no coincidence. One of the main reasons for travelling interstate was to link up
with others living with the condition in hope of finding mentors for my daughter. She was pleasant
and well-mannered, yet I sensed her discomfort in that room full of people. I approached her during
morning tea for a chat and surprisingly she shared a lot. She has her driver’s licence and is going to be
married soon. She expressed her discomfort with so many people around. She told me that when she
was young doctors told her mother; ‘she’s there, but nobody’s home. So just head on home because
there’s nothing we can do about it.’ Fortunately, were both able to have a giggle at how ludicrous
that comment was. This young woman appeared absolutely fine and capable. And yet it can be an
invisible disability. She has always had great difficulty with learning and challenged in social settings
which led to feelings of isolation.
The young woman with ACC was high functioning. This seems to be a common theme. If ACC exists as
an isolated condition, there’s greater chance of more positive outcomes. On the other end of the
spectrum, some can’t live an independent life without significant support and in these circumstances,
there are usually other neurological issues present in addition to ACC/ DCC.
I was fortunate to have an interview with Dr Lynn Paul to discuss my daughter’s condition and have
my questions answered. She is a senior research scientist at Caltech, where she directs a research
program studying brain-structure, cognition and social processing in ACC. She co-authored a
children’s book ‘ACC and Me’ and is a co-founder of AusDoCC’s sister organisation in the USA,
NODCC.
She explained that the corpus callosum helps the brain have greater processing power and
processing speed.
People born without a corpus callosum have:


Limited integration of motor and sensory information between hemispheres.



Slower than expected learning new skills.



Slower processing speed.



Poor complex-novel problem solving skills.



Emotional volatility.

She encouraged me to teach my toddler one new skill at a time. Master the next new skill which
needs to be achieved so it becomes automatic for the brain, before moving on to the next one. With
all my recent research on neuroplasticity, this idea had a big thumbs up from me. The brain is capable
of using many different systems to achieve what it needs to.
Norman Doidge, M.D, author of The Brain That Changes Itself writes:
“We often praise ‘the ability to multitask.’ While you can learn when you divide your attention,
divided attention doesn’t lead to abiding change in your brain maps.”
Dr Paul used highways as a metaphor for living without
a corpus callosum. It is possible to get from the suburbs
to the city without highways, but using these alternate
routes can take much longer and be more tiresome. By
the time you get to your destination without highways
you are absolutely exhausted. When your brain is
missing the highway between its two halves, it has to
use alternate routes to do even simple things – thinking
is much more work for people with ACC.
Brain scan. Image: with a corpus callosum. Image
provided by Queensland Brain Institute (QBI)

It can be emotionally frustrating as well because while
everyone else has access to these highways, the person
with ACC may not even recognise their own difficulties and be vulnerable to misunderstandings.
To achieve better outcomes for children living with DCC, parents, carers and educators must help the
child work with her limitations rather than try to force the child to function like others. For example,
helping her learn how she perceives a situation and teach her how to self-regulate her emotions.
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Cont..
My daughter always seeks regular feedback and regulates her emotions through ‘huggies’. All she
needs is hugs and she’s able to restore her emotions and get back on track. Trouble is it’s becoming
so regular and trying to get her to self-regulate leads to guilt when turning down a hug. We try
techniques like putting her hand on her heart and taking a deep breath. All in hope of enhancing her
independence to deal with these situations when I’m not around. She doesn’t commence ‘big school’
until 2019, so we still have time to prepare.
Corpus callosum disorders are physical diagnoses (they can only be diagnosed by brain scan). People
with corpus callosum disorders may have a variety of behavioural challenges. Educators, physicians,
psychologists and psychiatrists may describe a child’s behavioural challenges using a behavioural
diagnosis such as autism or ADHD. These behavioural diagnoses do not have a specific, singular cause;
it is likely that ACC (the physical diagnosis) contributes to the behavioural diagnosis for some children
and other physical issues contribute to the diagnosis in other children.
Behavioural diagnoses are a tool for describing and treating behavioural problems, and no matter
what diagnosis best describes your child’s behaviour, therapy should always be person-centred, that
is, unique to each individual rather than strictly boxed into a diagnosis. This person-centred approach
is aligned with the National Disability Insurance Scheme rolling out across the country, which aims to
enhance the lives of those living with disabilities and economic and social participation.
Every circumstance is unique and the greatest support we have is each other. If you, a family
member or someone you know is diagnosed with a disorder of the corpus callosum in Australia, I
encourage you to turn to AusDoCC for support and join us in raising the platform to achieve increased
awareness, knowledge and connecting with one another through the experience.
In conclusion, nothing is conclusive. There’s always scope for the unexpected and that’s OK.
Predictability is boring, the real growth stems from not knowing what tomorrow will bring and being
completely OK with that. With this approach, all you can experience is the present there’s no
certainty of the future and no time for pondering ‘what if things were different?’ They need to be as
they are and the more joy you bring to that experience, the greater opportunity you have, to witness
a miracle. I’m not being ignorant; address the challenges, do your homework, gain knowledge and
support but then shift gear into cruise control and make time for the fun stuff.
For support:
www.ausdocc.org.au
Note: All medical related content within this article has been
reviewed and clarified by AusDocc and their professional advisors.

By Lisa Marie
Lisa Marie is a holistic counsellor and meditation teacher and has
a background in financial and education sectors.
Her passion is supporting the wellbeing of unpaid Carers and is
developing Carer Escapes, to provide nurturing respite
opportunities for Carers to retreat, learn and connect with others.
Ultimately, to encourage Carers to thrive in their caring role.
Watch this space! www.carerescapes.com.au | @carerescapes
To reach out, please contact Lisa Marie via
email: hello@carerescapes.com.au

image of Mia

Article reprinted courtesy of
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Exciting news
Exciting news! Our designers have been at it again and we have a very special
birthday card to send.
These will go to all adult members with a DCC and AusDoCC members’ kids who have
a DCC. If you change your address, please let us know by emailing
info@ausdocc.org.au so that nobody misses out.
If anyone has changed their address since becoming a member, please let us know
so we can update our records.
Many thanks,
Niki Harrison

Important dates to stick in your diary
Please keep checking this list as we will add new items as required.



Rare Diseases Day February 28



Deadline for Autumn newsletter contributions Friday March 2



2018 AusDoCC state based Meetups
1. Mar 25
2. July 1
3. Nov 11



Adults with ACC Conference May 25-26, 2018




NODCC (National Organisation for Disorders of the Corpus Callosum
Conference), California
June 29 – July 1



Corpus Callosum Awareness Day July 2



AusDoCC national conference, Connections 2019, Perth
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Edna’s Diary update
Hi Everyone,
I am so excited because we are going on holidays to the
beach. I have been having swimming lessons.
My teacher says, “Good job, Edna.”
I can float on my back and put my head under the
water. I blow bubbles under the water and then I go
Phrrrrt with the water and my teacher says, “Edna,
please do not spit the water.” It makes me laugh and
laugh and laugh. I love swimming lessons.
At the beach I will put my back pack floaties on and be
very careful. My swimming teacher told me that a
wave might push me over so I have to be extra careful.
I always have to have an adult with me at the beach.
I love playing in the sand and making sandcastles.
When I finish I jump on them and sometimes mum and
dad let me bury them in the sand. I leave their heads
sticking out so they can breathe.
I hope you have fun in summer.

Love from Edna
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Summer Fun

Find the words in the list below. Don’t forget to search in all directions.
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BEACH

CHOCOLATE

FAMILY

FOOD

FRIENDS

GAMES

GIVING

HAPPY

HELPING

HOLIDAY

MERRY

PETS

PLAYING

PRESENTS

PUDDING

SANTA

SHARING

SPORT

SUNSHINE

SWIMMING
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November meetups
On Sunday the19th of November the AusDoCC committee held meetups around
Australia and New Zealand.

The sun was shining in most states and the wind was blowing. Everyone had a great
time catching up with old friends and making new ones. All the children had a
wonderful time playing with each other.

We have finalised the meet up dates for next year to make it easier to plan ahead.
(Please see Important Dates in this newsletter.) Meetups are a great way to connect
with other AusDoCC families. We look forward to seeing your smiling faces next
year.

If you would like to run an AusDoCC Meetup next year or have any ideas of suitable
places to hold the events please contact Niki Harrison at info@ausdocc.org.au Please
mark it Attn: Meetups Coordinator

I hope you all have a wonderful Christmas.
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November meetup photos
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Carer Escapes

Carer Escapes provides retreats and wellbeing support for carers.


Our mission is to support the wellbeing of carers through retreats and
wellness education in Australia.



Our vision is a country which values the role of carers and supports them to
thrive in their caring role.

The focus is on health and wellbeing, which indirectly supports Australians needing
significant care, support and assistance. Their welfare is dependent on their carer.
With the NDIS unfolding, we are aware that funds to support carers are being
redirected, so it’s time to empower and educate carers on valuable ways to enhance
their own health and wellbeing. Let’s motivate each other to feel-good from the
inside-out and bring more joy and wellness to the carer experience.
‘You can’t pour from an empty cup.’
If you’re a carer, it’s time to nurture you. Sign up and join a community that’s
dedicated to empower you to enhance your wellbeing and carer experience. All
those who sign up before December 20 are in the running to win a $50 HOYTS gift
voucher.
Happy Xmas folks!
Stay well,
Lisa Marie
Link to Xmas
promo: https://www.facebook.com/carerescapes/posts/2065392410346438
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Great news! AusDoCC is now registered with RITCHIES Supermarkets Community Benefits
Card Program.
If you would like to support us and you don’t already have a Community Benefits Card/Tag
please collect one at the registers next time you shop at ANY RITCHIES store to use every
time you shop. All you do is nominate AusDoCC. It’s that easy! This is a great way for us to
raise funds with no costs involved.
Spread the word to shop at RITCHIES and they look forward to donating money back to
AusDoCC.
Here is a list of store locations. The RITCHIES Community Benefit Card or Key tag can be
used at ANY of these supermarkets or liquor departments.
Check the website: www.ritchies.com.au for phone numbers and addresses of the following
stores or ring Head Office on (03) 9784 2000.
Victoria
Aspendale Gardens
Bairnsdale
Balnarring
Beach Street Frankston
Beechworth
Bright
Carrum Downs
Camperdown
Cobden
Cobram
Churchill
Cranbourne
Diamond Creek
Dromana
East Bentleigh
Emerald
Hastings
Maffra
Mount Eliza
Mount Waverley
Narre Warren
Paynesville
Ringwood North
Rowville
Sale
Seaford
Somerville
Timboon
Sorrento
Towerhill Frankston
Wantirna
Wonthaggi
Yarra Glen
Yarrawonga

NSW
Ballina
Bateau Bay
Boambee
Broadmeadow
Cessnock
Coffs Harbour
Elermore Vale
Erina
Erina Heights
Evans Head
Griffith
Harrington Waters
Inverell
Kurri Kurri
Kyogle
Nambucca Heads
New Lambton
North Ryde
Port Macquarie
Rutherford
Singleton Plaza
Spit Junction
Taree
Taren Point

Queensland
Boonah
Daisy Hill
Logan City
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Brain Sells Shop
Some new items have been added to the AusDoCC store and include groovy black cotton caps with
woven logos. There is also a selection of ‘AusDoCC Goody Bags’ with a variety of the key items such as
Edna, the ACC and Me picture story book and the new caps plus many more added extras at great
value prices. These distinct AusDoCC items all come in a reusable black AusDoCC logo bag and are
way below the individual prices. All prices include parcel postage anywhere in Australia.
If you would like to buy a goody bag but already have an item, you may ask for a substitute of a
different item of the same value. Otherwise they can be added to Christmas presents and would
make great stocking fillers.
So far, we have 5 bags with more to come:
Bag #1 Edna
AusDoCC bag, 5 ROAR stickers, 5 mini information cards,
2 brochures, 1 pen, 1 wristband, 1 key ring, 1 ROAR tattoo,
1 car sticker, 1 lanyard, Edna mascot toy, 1 Edna mini book.

Bag #2 Cap
AusDoCC bag, 5 ROAR stickers, 5 mini information cards,
2 brochures, 1 pen, 1 wristband, 1 key ring, 1 ROAR tattoo,
1 car sticker, 1 lanyard, 1 black cap

Bag #3 Edna+ ACC and Me book
AusDoCC bag, 5 mini information cards, 2 brochures,
1 pen, 1 key ring, 1 car sticker, Edna mascot toy,
1 Edna mini book, 1 ACC and Me book, 1 tattoo

Bag #4 ACC and Me book + cap
AusDoCC bag, 5 mini information cards, 2 brochures,
1 pen, 1 wristband, 1 black AusDoCC cap, 1 lanyard,
1 ACC and Me book, 1 tattoo, 1 car sticker

Bag #5 Cap + Edna
AusDoCC bag, 5 mini information cards, 2 brochures,
1 key ring, 1 car sticker, Edna mascot toy,
1 Edna mini book, 1 black cap, 1 tattoo

You can order at www.ausdocc.org.au/shop
Maree
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doTERRA CPTG essential oils
“I am a doTERRA Wellness Advocate sharing certified high grade essential oils.
These oils can help support sleep, relaxation, the nervous system, cognitive processing and
gut health. They offer a natural way to support general health and well being for anyone.
I offer on and off line workshops where my families experience using the oils is shared. In
addition to my son Max who has ACC I also have a son with ADHD. We have found these oils
a marvellous natural support as a part of the boy’s intervention”
Emma Spark
doTERRA Wellness Advocate
Facebook- Emma Spark-doTerra Independent Wellness Advocate
Website – www.mydoterra.com/emmaspark
Mobile – 0422306339
Email – Emma.tony.spark@gmail.com

Image of Max

Adults 2018 QLD conference
In May next year the Jephson Hotel in Brisbane will be the venue hosting a weekend
conference for adults with a disorder of the Corpus Callosum (DCC). There were 13 adults
with a DCC who applied. Thanks to a successful application for a government grant and the
generosity of the AusDoCC committee, all 13 applicants are able to attend. Participants
include three adults with a DCC who are on the AusDoCC committee, 10 other adults with a
DCC from around the nation and two support carers. We will also have two committee
members attending in an administration/facilitation capacity.
The conference is being organised by the three committee members with a DCC and Maree
Maxfield, who is the administration assistant to the adults and coordinator. The agenda will
include presentations by Professor Linda Richards and the Queensland Brain Institute (QBI).
Other topics that we are looking at are NDIS, Autism in adults, advocacy and social issues
such as employment & relationships. This will be a great opportunity to discuss issues that
are common for all adults with a DCC living in Australia, to meet new people or rekindle
friendships that were started at the main conference in May this year. I know I am hoping
that this will be the start of something that will become a regular fixture on the
AusDoCC calendar.
By Anna Uther - AusDoCC Committee member
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Meet the AusDoCC Committee

Kristina Coburn
AusDoCC President
Social Media Officer

Maree Maxfield
AusDoCC Secretary
Website Officer

Maja Palacios
AusDoCC Treasurer
Design Officer

Niki Harrison
Vice President
Meetups Officer

Lisa McNally
Information
Resources Officer

Margie Slater
Newsletter
Officer

Abbie Kinniburgh
Adult Liaison
Officer

Michael Shanahan
Research
Officer

Tanya Smith
Peer Support for
Families

John Jonker
Peer support for
Partners

Anna Uther
Peer Support for
Adults

Melissa Bowden
Grants Officer
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Note from Editor:
Thanks again to everyone who contributed to this newsletter.
Take care during this busy time of year and have fun.

For more information about AusDoCC
visit www.ausdocc.org.au

Facebook support group https://www.facebook.com/groups/ausdocc

Facebook support groups ADULTS –
https://www.facebook.com/groups/355338714574689/?fref=ts

Facebook page –https://www.facebook.com/AusDoccInc
CONTACT DETAILS
CONTACT DETAILS
EMAIL: info@ausdocc.org.au
POSTAL ADDRESS:
PO Box 533, ALTONA, Vic, 3018
ACN 15 88 26 147

ABN 54 754 767 674

Reg. Org A0057821R

The opinions expressed in this newsletter are the opinion of
the individual authors and are not necessarily the views of
AusDoCC Inc.
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